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Week of Italian Language in the World 

Twitter

Date Copy Character Count Creative Tags Notes

Tomorrow begins our annual Week of Italian Language in the 
World, and this year is particularly special as it is our 20th year 
celebrating the week! Follow us here and on Facebook/Twitter to 

Friday, October 16, 2020 see more info on events throughout the week. #SLIM2020

The Week of Italian Language in the World is organized by the High 
Patronage of the President of the Republic of Italy. Since 2001, we 
have spent a week in October celebrating the Italian language and 

Saturday, October 17, 2020 its impact on the world. #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

This year, the theme for the Week of Italian Language in the World 
is "Italian between words and image: graffiti, illustrations, comics." 
We're celebrating expressive forms that enhance the Italian 

THREAD: 1 language. Here are two great ways we are celebrating:

Telephone Tales, a series of stories by Italian children's author, 
Gianni Rodari with illustrations by Valerio Vidali premiers this week. 
We'll be sharing each video on all social platforms throughout the 
week. #SLIM2020 @ltalvMFA www.voutube.com/watch? 
v=P7a3ZLQbN60THREAD: 2

THREAD: 3

Drawing Stories, the evolution of Italian Language in Comics is a 
virtual exhibition that focuses on the evolution of language in 
comics, from the great masters to emerging authors in Italy. This 
exhibit goes live on Monday at this link: romics.it. #SLIM2020 
@ltalyMFA

Watch Episode One of Telephone Tales, readings of Gianni 
Rodari's books with illustrations Valerio Vidali: https://bit.lv/31 baBal. 
In this episode, learn about Gianni Rodari's childhood and how he 
became the most famous children's writer in all of Italy! #SLIM2020 

Sunday, October 18, 2020 @ltalyMFA

Episode Two of Telephone Tales is the story "The Country Without 
Sharp Edges." In this story, we meet Giovannino Vagabond, a 
young traveler who finds a soft, safe country ~ one with no sharp 
edges. Watch now: https://bit.lv/31baBal. #SLIM2020

Monday, October 19, 2020 Will fill in copy once I have watched video.

Our next Telephone Tales story is "The Country with an Un in 
Front." In this story, Giovannino Vagabond discovers a silly world 
where everything is the opposite of what you think it is. Watch: 
https://bit.lv/31 baBal. #SLIM2020

"Brif, Braf, Bruf is the fourth Gianni Rodari book in Telephone 
Tales. Watch now (https://bit.ly/31bgBalat) to learn the special 
language created by the two characters in this funny story. 
#SLIM2020

Drawing Stories, a virtual exhibition about the evolution of langauge 
in comics is live NOW. See the display here: romics.it. #SLIM2020 
@ltalyMFA

Today's Telephone Tales story is "The Comic Strip Mouse", the 
story of a mouse who takes a big trip from the newspaper to the real 
world, but has some obstacles along the way. Watch now: https: 

Tuesday, October 20, 2020 //bit.ly/31 bgBal. #SLIM2020

"The War of the Bells" is the sixth episode of Telephone Tales. In 
this story, church bells are melted down to make cannons, and 
peace and love prevail throughout the land. Watch: https://bit. 
lv/31 baBal. #SLIM2020
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In "The Road to Nowhere", a curious little boy is determined to 
explore where no one else has, and his curiosity reveals something
amazing! Watch: https://bit.lv/31baBal. #SLIM2020 180 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

Watch Telephone Tales episode eight, "Playing with the Cane” 
here: https://bit.lv/31 baBal. In this story, a little boy is given a
magical cane and taken on an exciting journey. #SLIM2020 187 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

Today's Telephone Tales story, "Monkeys on Holiday" tells the story 
of zoo monkeys creating a plan to see the world, but some mistakes 
in their plan mean they find less than what they thought. Watch:
https://bit.Iv/31baBal.#SLIM2020 233 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

Watch "One and Seven", a story that shows the power of love and 
laughter: https://bit.ly/31bgBal. Seven boys are raised in the seven 
different countries, with different languages and cultures, but they
all laugh in the same language. #SLIM2020 243 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

"Bring Down the Nine" begins in a moment we can all relate to, a 
young boy struggling with a math problem. The surpise comes 
when he gets a visitory he'd never expect! Watch now: https ://b it.
lv/31 baBal. #SLIM2020 212 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

Our final Telephone Tales, to close out the Week of Italian 
Languages, is "Universal History," a story about the history of the 
universe with a special message about making a better world 
together. Watch this story and all the other Telephone Tales here:
https://bit.Iv/31baBal.#SLIM2020 288 Thumbnail

Instagram

This coming week we are celebrating the Week of Italian Language 
in the World, and this year is particularly special as it is our 20th 
year celebrating the week! Follow us here and on Facebook/Twitter 

Friday, October 16, 2020 to see more info on events throughout the week. #SLIM2020

To celebrate the Week of Italian Language in the World, we are 
excited to announce Telephone Tales, a series of stories for kids by 
beloved Italian children's author, Gianni Rodari, in a new English 
translation by Anthoyn Shuggar. The videos, read-aloud, are 
accompanied by illustrations by Valerio Vidali. We'll be sharing each 

Saturday, October 17, 2020 video on all social platforms throughout the week. #SLIM2020 

Watch to Episode One of Telephone Tales, readings of Gianni 
Rodari's books with illustrations Valerio Vidali, at the link in our bio.
In this episode, learn about Gianni Rodari's childhood and how he 

Sunday, October 18, 2020 became the most famous children’s writer in all of Italy! #SLIM2020

Episode Two of Telephone Tales is the story "The Country Without 
Sharp Edges." In this story, we meet Giovannino Vagabond, a 
young traveler who finds a soft, safe country - one with no sharp 
edges. Watch the video now at the link in our bio. #SLIM2020 

Our next Telephone Tales story is "The Country with an Un in 
Front." In this story, Giovannino Vagabond discovers a silly world 
where everything is the opposite of what you think it is. Watch now 

Monday, October 19, 2020 at the liink in our bio. #SLIM2020

"Brif, Braf, Brut" is the fourth Gianni Rodari book in Telephone 
Tales. Watch it now at the link in our bio to learn the special 
language created by the two characters in this funny story.
#SLIM2020

Today's Telephone Tales story is "The Comic Strip Mouse", the 
story of a mouse who takes a big trip from the newspaper to the real 
world, but has some obstacles along the way. Watch it now at the 

Tuesday, October 20, 2020 link in our bio. #SLIM2020
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"The War of the Bells" is the sixth episode of Telephone Tales. In 
this story, church bells are melted down to make cannons, and 
peace and love prevail throughout the land. Watch now at the link in
our bio. #SUM2020 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

In "The Road to Nowhere", a curious little boy is determined to 
explore where no one else has, and his curiosity reveals something
amazing! Watch now at the link in our bio. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

Watch Telephone Tales episode eight, "Playing with the Cane," at 
the link in our bio. In this story, a little boy is given a magical cane
and taken on an exciting journey. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

Today's Telephone Tales story, "Monkeys on Holiday" tells the story 
of zoo monkeys creating a plan to see the world, but some mistakes 
in their plan mean they find less than what they thought. Watch now
at the link in our bio. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

Watch "One and Seven", a story that shows the power of love and 
laughter, at the link in our bio. Seven boys are raised in the seven 
different countries, with different languages and cultures, but they
all laugh in the same language. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

"Bring Down the Nine" begins in a moment we can all relate to, a 
young boy struggling with a math problem. The surpise comes 
when he gets a visitory he'd never expect! Watch now at the link in
our bio. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

Our final Telephone Tales, to close out the Week of Italian 
Languages, is "Universal History," a story about the history of the 
universe with a special message about making a better world 
together. Watch this story and all the other Telephone Tales at the
link in our bio. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail #SLIM2020 @ltalyMFA

Facebook

This coming week we'll be celebrating the Week of Italian Language 
in the World. This year is particularly special as it is our 20th year 
celebrating. This week is organized by the High Patronage of the 
President of the Republic of Italy and celebrates the Italian 
language and its impact on the world. Follow us here and on 
Instagram/Twitter to see more info on events throughout the week.

Friday, October 16, 2020 #SLIM2020

This year, the theme for the Week of Italian Language in the World 
is "Italian between words and image: graffiti, illustrations, comics."
We're celebrating expressive forms that enhance the Italian 
language. Here are two great ways we are celebrating: 1)
Telephone Tales, a series of stories by Italian children's author,
Gianni Rodari with illustrations by Valerio Vidali premiers this week.
We'll be sharing each video on all social platforms throughout the 
week. 2) Drawing Stories, the evolution of Italian Language in 
Comics is a virtual exhibition that focuses on the evolution of 
language in comics, from the great masters to emerging authors in 
Italy. This exhibit goes live on Monday.

Telephone Tales, a series of stories by Italian children's author,
Gianni Rodari with illustrations by Valerio Vidali premiers this week.
We'll be sharing each video on all social platforms throughout the 

Saturday, October 17, 2020 week. #SLIM2020 www.youtube.com/watch?v=P7a3ZLQbN60

Watch Episode One of Telephone Tales, readings of Gianni 
Rodari's books with illustrations Valerio Vidali: https://bit.lv/31bgBal.
In this episode, learn about Gianni Rodari's childhood and how he 

Sunday, October 18, 2020 became the most famous children's writer in all of Italy! #SLIM2020
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Episode Two of Telephone Tales is the story "The Country Without 
Sharp Edges." In this story, we meet Giovannino Vagabond, a 
young traveler who finds a soft, safe country - one with no sharp
edges. Watch now: https://bit.lv/31baBal. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail

Our next Telephone Tales story is "The Country with an Un in 
Front." In this story, Giovannino Vagabond discovers a silly world 
where everything is the opposite of what you think it is. Watch:

Monday, October 19, 2020 https://bit.Iv/31baBal.#SLIM2020 Thumbnail

"Brif, Braf, Bruf is the fourth Gianni Rodari book in Telephone 
Tales. Watch now (https://bit.ly/31bgBalat) to learn the special 
language created by the two characters in this funny story.
#SLIM2020 Thumbnail

Drawing Stories, a virtual exhibition about the evolution of langauge
in comics is live NOW. See the display here: romics.it. #SLIM2020 Image populated from link

Today's Telephone Tales story is "The Comic Strip Mouse", the 
story of a mouse who takes a big trip from the newspaper to the real 
world, but has some obstacles along the way. Watch now: https:

Tuesday, October 20, 2020 //bit.ly/31 bgBal. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail

"The War of the Bells" is the sixth episode of Telephone Tales. In 
this story, church bells are melted down to make cannons, and 
peace and love prevail throughout the land. Watch: https://bit.
lv/31baBal. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail

In "The Road to Nowhere", a curious little boy is determined to 
explore where no one else has, and his curiosity reveals something
amazing! Watch: https://bit.lv/31 baBal. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail

Watch Telephone Tales episode eight, "Playing with the Cane" 
here: https://bit.lv/31baBal. In this story, a little boy is given a
magical cane and taken on an exciting journey. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail

Today's Telephone Tales story, "Monkeys on Holiday" tells the story 
of zoo monkeys creating a plan to see the world, but some mistakes 
in their plan mean they find less than what they thought. Watch:
https://bit.Iv/31baBal.#SLIM2020 Thumbnail

Watch "One and Seven", a story that shows the power of love and 
laughter: https://bit.ly/31bgBal. Seven boys are raised in the seven 
different countries, with different languages and cultures, but they
all laugh in the same language. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail

"Bring Down the Nine" begins in a moment we can all relate to, a 
young boy struggling with a math problem. The surpise comes 
when he gets a visitory he'd never expect! Watch now: https://bit.

Friday, October 23, 2020 lv/31 baBal. #SLIM2020 Thumbnail

Our final Telephone Tales, to close out the Week of Italian 
Languages, is "Universal History," a story about the history of the 
universe with a special message about making a better world 
together. Watch this story and all the other Telephone Tales here:
https://bit.Iv/31baBal.#SLIM2020 Thumbnail

Wednesday, October 21,2020

Thursday, October 22, 2020
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